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 by love Maegan   

AEON MALL Okinawa Rycom 

"Colossal Organised Retail"

AEON MALL Okinawa Rycom is a slick and elegant shopping centre, with

fine merchandise of famed brands paraded inside the various shops. Area

wise, the mall is a sensational space and houses an Aeon specialty store,

and about 220 stores of other brands. The mall houses an exclusive area

for cosmetics and sports. There's a section of gourmet food tasting and

shopping, that includes ingredients and cuisines of the world, and also

entertainment centres and fine dining restaurants. AEON MALL is a one-

stop shop for shopping and recreation.

 +81 98 930 0425  en.okinawarycom-aeonmall.com/  Higa, Kitanakagusuku, Okinawa
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T Galleria 

"Brands' Delight"

T Galleria is an elegant boutique in the DFS (Duty Free Shopping) Mall of

Naha, and elite brands pool there collection in there-bags, shoes,

jewellery, wallets, belts and briefcases-all designer and slick. There are

also cosmetics and beauty products paraded by top brands. There's a

range of elite wines and spirits for sale, so you could make your pick from

wines such as Sirromet, or cognacs such as Hennessy and Camus.

 +81 120782460  www.dfs.com/en/tgalleria-okinawa/  4-1 Omoromachi, Naha
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Okinawa Outlet Mall Ashibina 

"Island Outlet"

The first outlet mall to hit the islands, Ashibina is a must-shop for

international visitors. The outlet mall has 70 worldwide brands at discount

prices for the cosmopolitan traveler (some stores include Coach, Ray-Ban,

and Nike). There is also a food court with six restaurants that can seat up

to 600 guests. If you’re not quite sure what you’re looking for or need

some guidance around the area, there are plenty of attendants to help.

 +81 98 891 6000  www.ashibinaa.com/  ashibinaa@ms.dgn.ne.jp  1-188 Toyozaki, Okinawa
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